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Koblenz, Germany

February 17, 2009

In recent years, traceability has been more and more universally accepted as be-
ing a key factor for the success of software development projects. However, the
multitude of different, not well-integrated taxonomies, approaches and technologies
impedes the application of traceability techniques in practice. This paper presents a
comprehensive view on traceability, pertaining to the whole software development
process. Based on graph technology, it derives a seamless approach which combines
all activities related to traceability information, namely definition, recording, identi-
fication, maintenance, retrieval, and utilization in one single conceptual framework.
The presented approach is validated in the context of the ReDSeeDS-project aiming
at requirements-based software reuse.

1 Introduction

In the course of software development many different artifacts are produced, ranging from col-
lections of requirement statements over architecture and design models to source code and test
cases. All these artifacts are strongly coupled. They may build on each other, or their individual
elements may contain references to other elements in other software artifacts. This fact leads to
a high degree of interdependence. Thus, changing one element in one artifact may lead to the
need of changing others, possibly leading to an avalanche of inferred changes.

In order to keep all relevant documents in a consistent, but still interconnected state, their in-
terdependencies have to be managed appropriately to support tracing the impact of change for
concrete software elements. The common recognition of this necessity has led to the notion of
traceability management.
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Besides impact analysis, closely related to software maintenance, other areas of application
for traceability have emerged, including program comprehension, project management, quality
assurance, and reuse of software artifacts.

The need for an appropriate treatment of traceability information has even increased with the
advent of model-driven development methods. Focusing on models and model transformations
leads to even more explicit knowledge on the traceability connections between different software
elements.

This paper promotes a comprehensive view on traceability, taking into account the whole soft-
ware development and maintenance process. The approach is comprehensive in two senses.
First, it incorporates all traceability-related activities ranging from the definition of a metamodel
for traceability information to the retrieval and maintenance of traceability information. Second,
the approach is not limited to a specific kind of artifacts, for example requirements or source
code, but is supposed to encompass all artifacts created or used in the course of software devel-
opment projects.

The approach presented in this paper features a seamless combination of all activities related
with traceability information in one single conceptual framework with an accompanying im-
plementation. All relevant traceability-related activities (defining, recording, identifying, main-
taining, retrieving, and utilizing traceability information) are supported by a common graph-
based implementation technology leading to a smooth integration of these activities to a com-
plete methodological approach. By using graph technology, the various challenges posed by
traceability can be tackled on a joint technological foundation. This foundation is simultane-
ously precise and efficient and allows for the application of a great body of knowledge on graph
algorithms and graph analysis. The applied technology is based on the TGraph approach to
graph-based modeling [Ebe08b].

The approach described here, has been applied in the ReDSeeDS1 project aiming at the develop-
ment of a Requirements Driven Software Development System [Śmi06]. More precisely, the goal
of ReDSeeDS is to foster the reuse of software engineering artifacts by comparing the require-
ments specification of a software system to be developed to the requirements specifications of
already accomplished development projects. Then, based on identified similar requirements, it
is feasible to follow traceability relationships to find other artifacts realizing these requirements,
possibly being candidates for reuse in the current project. Furthermore, ReDSeeDS features a
model-driven approach for transforming requirements specifications to architecture and detailed
design models and further on to source code fragments. The overall approach is validated in an
industrial context on the basis of real-life projects.

The paper starts with a general discussion of the term traceability, its related activities in section
2, including a short survey of related work. Section 3 introduces the TGraph approach. The fol-
lowing sections discuss the relevant activities against the background of applying the introduced
graph technology: section 4 deals with definition and recording of traceability information, sec-
tion 5 describes the identification and maintenance of this information, and section 6 presents

1http://www.redseeds.eu.
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retrieval and utilization. These sections are augmented by showing concrete applications of the
described technologies in the context of ReDSeeDS. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Traceability

Looking at the existing body of literature, it becomes obvious that the origins of traceability
as a field of research lie in requirements management [Aiz06]. Many authors dealing with
traceability leaned towards putting a system’s requirements specification into the center of re-
search activities, resulting in the term requirements traceability to have been used extensively
[Got94, Ram01, Wil75]. In recent years, the research community started to devote more effort
to exploring traceability of other artifacts of a software development project, such as source
code, design, and documentation [Ant02, Mur95, Wit07]. In [Aiz06, Asu07, Str02], traceability
is understood as a comprehensive concept encompassing the whole development process, with-
out putting special emphasis on the requirements specification. Referring to this interpretation,
Spanoudakis and Zisman coin the term software traceability [Spa05].

The following section 2.1 introduces the notion of traceability by discussing various definitions.
Then, in section 2.2, different traceability-related activities are described, each one covering
different aspects of this field of research. Categorized according to these activities, a short survey
of related work is given. Finally, section 2.3 formulates the traceability challenge addressed by
the approach presented in this paper.

2.1 Definitions of Traceability

The probably most cited definition of traceability to be found in literature has its origins in a
work of Gotel and Finkelstein [Got94]:

“Requirements traceability refers to the ability to describe and follow the life of a
requirement, in both a forwards and backwards direction [...]”

It can easily be noticed that this definition focuses on requirements traceability, severely limiting
its usefulness for the comprehensive traceability approach which is promoted in this paper.

A more general definition can be found in the IEEE’s Standard Glossary of Software Engineering
Terminology [IEE90]:

“The degree to which a relationship can be established between two or more prod-
ucts of the development process [...]”

Spanoudakis and Zisman offer another definition considering traceability in the scope of the
whole development process, additionally including stakeholders and demanding for rationales
[Spa05]:

“[Software traceability] is the ability to relate artefacts created during the develop-
ment of a software system to describe the system from different perspectives and
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levels of abstraction with each other, the stakeholders that have contributed to the
creation of the artefacts, and the rationale that explains the form of the artefacts.”

Both of these definitions are sufficient to cover traceability in the varieties and forms treated in
the following, consequently dispensing the need to formulate an own definition. However, in
order to avoid the more coarse-granular connotation of artifact, the more general term (traced)
entity shall be used in the following.

An important categorization of traceability used in this paper is the distinction between intra-
level and inter-level traceability [Kur07], referring to the abstraction levels of traced entities.
“Usual” abstraction levels are, for instance, a software system’s requirements specification, its
architecture, detailed design, and its source code. While intra-level traceability applies to trace-
ability relationships between entities on the same abstraction level, inter-level traceability refers
to the relationships between entities on different levels.

To a certain degree, the distinction of abstraction levels depends on the specific case or even
the observer. For example, a requirements specification could be split into a set of abstract user
requirements and more specific system requirements.

2.2 Traceability-related Activities

In order to structure the field of research, different aspects of traceability can be classified into
six activities, taken and adapted from [Pin96, Kne02]: defining, recording, identifying, main-
taining, retrieving, and utilizing traceability information, i.e. traceability relationships together
with traced entities. In the following, these activities are discussed in more detail, including
related work.

Definition of traceability information refers to the determination of entities to be traced and
traceability relationships between them which are of interest for a specific application. Existing
literature on this activity can be roughly categorized into two groups.

Publications falling into the first one are concerned with the design of reference metamodels
providing a set of entity and interconnecting relationship types [Let02, Poh96, Ram01]. How-
ever, it has to be noted that these metamodels focus on requirements traceability, thus neglecting
traceability of other entities such as architecture components or source code fragments. Other
approaches include tracing variability in requirements and architecture in the context of product
line engineering [Moo07] and the usage of ontologies for traceability between source code and
documentation [Wit07].

In [Esp06], a so-called traceability meta-type specifies required or recommended elements a
concrete traceability relationship type should possess. This generic concept allows for the defi-
nition of customized, application-specific relationship types.

The second group of publications related to the definition activity deals with the types, forms, or
meaning of traceability relationships. While the previously cited metamodel- or ontology-based
approaches distinguish between different types of relationships, the meaning of these types is
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informally given, either by a description in natural language or only implied by the type’s name.
An exception is [Poh96], where traceability relationships are augmented by integrity constraints.
A similar approach is pursued in [Dri08].

A further step towards formalization is taken in [Car01, Dic02], where relationship types be-
tween requirements are mapped to logical and mathematical expressions. So-called cost/value
interdependencies are employed in [Dah03] to denote positive or negative effects of the imple-
mentation of some requirement on the cost or value of another requirement’s implementation.
In [Aiz05], relationship semantics are formalized by event-condition-action rules. The specifi-
cation of relationship semantics by logic formulae is proposed in [Gok08].

A shortcoming of many traceability approaches is that they treat traceability relationships as
binary links, i.e. as a connection between two entities only. By allowing for n-ary relationships,
UML [Obj07] and the approach pursued in [Mal05] are two of the few exceptions here.

Recording is concerned with physically holding traceability relationships in the form of data
structures. There exist two basic variants: On the one hand, relationships can be recorded within
traced entities by introducing textual references [Son98, Wie95] or hyperlinks [Kai93]. On
the other hand, numerous concepts for holding traceability information externally have been
developed, based on different technologies.

The most primitive form of external recording is the usage of a spreadsheet for creating trace-
ability matrices, where rows and columns correspond to traced entities and cell entries repre-
sent traceability relationships between respective entities. More serious approaches include the
usage of relational databases as employed by many traceability tools [Ram01], logic-based
repositories [Con95], and open hypermedia [She03]. Latest research investigates the applicabil-
ity of graph-based repositories [Bil08], XML and related technologies [Mal05], and ontologies
[Wit07].

The listed approaches for external recording all require a definition of the structure of traceability
information to be stored, e.g. by database schemas or metamodels.

Identification is the activity of discovering previously unknown traceability relationships be-
tween entities. In principle, it is possible to distinguish between manual and automatic iden-
tification. Pure manual identification of relationships is expensive and susceptible to mistakes
[Aiz06]. Although automatic approaches still do not achieve high levels of precision and re-
call [Spa05], they relieve developers from the time-consuming burden of manual relationship
creation.

Some semi-automatic approaches still demand for manual identification, though to a lesser ex-
tent. They automatically infer new relationships based on the ones created by the developers
[Cle03b, Egy01, She03].

Most authors working on fully automated identification rely on using information retrieval for
text comparison [Ant02, De 07, Huf06, Lin06, Mar03] or model transformations, interrelating
source and target elements of transformations [Ama08, Jou05, Old06, Per05, Ric03]. Obviously,
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these techniques are applicable for particular entities only. While information retrieval requires
text-intensive entities such as requirements documents or user documentation, transformation-
based techniques necessitate a model-driven development approach.

Another possibility is to provide guidance on how to create correct relationships by integrating
with the development process [Poh96]. More precisely, when developers manipulate entities, a
system based on this approach suggests suitable relationships to be created, based on the specific
steps in the process model they just performed.

More recent approaches comprise the identification of traceability relationships based on rules
[Cys08] or runtime analysis and machine learning [Gre07].

Maintenance is the activity of updating and modifying already existing traceability relation-
ships. Since during the lifetime of a system, traced entities are subject to constant change, trace-
ability relationships have to be adapted accordingly in order to accommodate for these changes.
Thus, they are prevented from deteriorating.

Regarding maintenance, similar techniques as for the identification of traceability relationships
can be applied [Kne02]. A concept based on the event-action paradigm specifically addressing
maintenance can be found in [Cle03a]. It requires traced entities to be registered at a so-called
event server which monitors them for changes and subsequently adapts incident relationships
as needed. A tool based on the same paradigm is traceMaintainer [M0̈8], using rules in an
XML-based syntax to specify the actions to be performed.

Another approach can be found in [Ant01]. It employs edit distance and a maximum match
algorithm to maintain relationships between design and code entities.

Retrieval addresses the finding and gathering of traceability information which is relevant to
specific applications, provided it has already been identified and recorded. Subsequently the
retrieved information is delivered to the user.

Existing literature on this activity almost exclusively deals with suitable technologies for re-
trieval, depending on the employed recording approach. Examples are SQL for relational data-
bases, the Graph Repository Query Language (GReQL) [Kul99, Sch08] for graph-based reposi-
tories, and ontology query languages such as SPARQL [W3C08] and nRQL [Haa04, Wit07] for
ontologies.

Utilization deals with using previously retrieved traceability information in concrete applica-
tion scenarios. This activity takes a somewhat special role among the six traceability activities.
Although being an important step in the “lifecycle” of traceability information, this transcends
research on traceability in the narrower sense. For this reason and due to the multitude of differ-
ent applications, a discussion of related work is out of scope here.

However, instead being further processed, traceability information can also be presented to the
user directly, demanding for means of visualizing traceability information. In [Mar05], a pro-
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totypical tool for visualization is presented, going beyond straightforward approaches such as
simple graphs or matrices.

2.3 A Challenge for Traceability: A Comprehensive Approach

The short literature survey given in section 2.2 shows that there exist many different techniques,
methods, and approaches dealing with traceability. However, most of them are concerned with
one or two specific aspects of traceability only, be it, for instance, defining a reference meta-
model for tracing requirements, identifying traceability relationships between code and docu-
mentation, or using particular query languages for retrieving traceability information.

All of them are developed in a clearly defined and often optimized embedding, using most ap-
propriate implementation techniques. But they are also defined rather isolated, using different,
not necessarily combinable techniques, which hamper their integration into a comprehensive
traceability environment. Current research on traceability is lacking a consistent approach en-
compassing all traceability activities.

Consequently, a pressing challenge of traceability is the development of a comprehensive ap-
proach, i.e. an approach supporting all traceability-related activities from defining, recording,
and identifying, to maintaining, retrieving, and utilizing traceability information. Furthermore,
the traceability approach has to be seamless, meaning that there exists a consistent conceptual
and technological foundation for the definition and recording of traceability information, span-
ning all abstraction levels of a software system. This enables the integration and subsequent
smooth interaction of different identification and maintenance techniques. Finally, uniform re-
trieval and utilization of traceability information has to be facilitated, again regardless of the
types of the involved entities and relationships.

As explained in the remainder of this paper, graph technology together with accompanying
representation, transformation, and querying facilities provides such an integrated and consistent
approach to encounter this challenge.

3 Graph Technology

Seamless support for traceability requires an integrated approach, supplying assistance for all
the traceability-related activities identified in section 2. It has to allow formal definition, al-
gorithmic identification, persistent recording, query-based retrieval, support for interoperable
utilization, and transformation and evolution during maintenance of traceability links.

This paper claims that graphs are a versatile means for all the cited purposes, since they are
equally well suited for formal reasoning about software engineering artifacts and for efficient
implementation of software engineering tools. Here, the TGraph approach [Ebe08b] to graph-
based modeling is proposed as the basis for a seamless integrated support of the cited activities.
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TGraphs proved to be a powerful means for creating and using the KOGGE-MetaCase-Tool
[Ebe97], for defining metamodels for visual languages [Win00], for the implementation of
repositories in software engineering tools [Ebe02], and are applied in the ReDSeeDS project, as
well.

Section 3.1 introduces the concept of a TGraph and explains its foundation based on an example.
In section 3.2, the corresponding metamodeling approach is added. Section 3.3 gives a sketch
of the transformation language MOLA applicable on top of a TGraph-based repository. Finally,
section 3.4 introduces the GReQL query language for extracting data from TGraphs.

CRM

Bill ing

Send Bill Receive Payment

Figure 1: Use cases of billing subsystem

As a small running example of a software engineering artifact being represented as a graph, a
minimalistic use case diagram introducing two use cases of the billing subsystem of a customer
relationship management system: Send Bill and Receive Payment, respectively. In order to
group the use cases with respect to the addressed (sub)system, so-called RequirementsPackages
are used (cf. figure 1).

3.1 TGraphs

TGraphs are directed graphs which are typed, attributed, and ordered. Since all elements, i.e.
vertices and edges have a type, appropriate light-weight conceptual modeling is directly sup-
ported. Depending on their type, graph elements may carry attribute-value pairs which may be
used for modeling data associated to them. The combination of types and attributes leads to an
object-based style of modeling. Ordering of the vertices, the edges, and the incidences between
vertices and edges also allows for a direct modeling of the sequences of occurrences of objects.
In TGraphs, edges are first class citizens, i.e. they have all properties such as type and attributes,
analogously to vertices. They may be stored in variables and their traversal is supported in both
directions.
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There is a highly efficient API for creating, manipulating, and traversing TGraphs: JGraLab2.
There are several supporting technologies, as well, especially concerning schema support (cf.
section 3.2) and querying (cf. section 3.4).

TGraphs may be used to store the abstract structure of software engineering artifacts and their
traceable entities. Usually all relevant entities are modeled by vertices, and occurrences of enti-
ties in some context are modeled by edges. Sequences of occurrences are expressed by the order
of edges.

v1 :RequirementsPackage

name = "CRM"

v2 :RequirementsPackage

name = "B ill ing"

v3 :UseCase

name = "Send B ill"

v4 :UseCase

name = "Receive Payment "

1

e3 :Contains

3

1

e2 :Contains

2

1

e1 :Contains

1

Figure 2: ASG for the use case diagram in figure 1

Figure 2 gives an example of a TGraph, sketched in the style of a UML object diagram. It
contains four vertices and three edges forming a graph which can be viewed as an abstract syntax
graph (ASG) of the sample use case diagram in figure 1. For illustrative purposes, the order of
vertices and edges is represented by their identifiers: v1, v2, . . . and e1, e2, . . . , respectively.
The order of incidences is displayed by the numbers resembling UML multiplicities.

3.2 Metamodeling TGraphs – grUML

Sets of TGraphs are specified by a subset of UML class diagrams as schemas. This UML sublan-
guage is called grUML (graph UML) and contains all elements of UML class diagrams that are
compliant with a graph-like semantics: classes represent vertex types and associations stand for
edge types. The attributes of types are noted in UML style, too, where the notation of associated
classes is used to specify edge attributes. Generalization/specialization is used for vertex and
edge classes, as well, and multiple generalization is explicitly allowed. Finally, multiplicities
are used to note degree restrictions. The modeling power of these kinds of diagrams is slightly
higher than EMOF [Ebe08b, Obj06].

A TGraph is compatible to its schema, i.e. it constitutes an instance of the schema, if its element
types and attribute assignments as well as the incidences of the edges respect the corresponding

2http://jgralab.uni-koblenz.de
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RequirementsPackage Requirement

{abst ract}

UseCase

Component

Port Interface

RequirementsSpecificationElement

{abst ract}

- name:   St ring

PackageableE lement

{abst ract}

- name:   St ring

- vis ibil it y:   VisibilityKind

NonFunctionalRequirement

satisfy ing

0..*

Satisfiessat isf ied

0..*

packagedE lement

0..*

Owns

0. .1

0..*

Provides

provided

0..*

nestedElement

0..*

Contains

nest ingPackage 0. .1

Figure 3: Schema for the ASGs in figures 2 and 5

descriptions in the schema and if the vertex degrees conform to the multiplicities. All these
conditions must respect inheritance.

The notion of a TGraph schema is explained by means of the sample schema in figure 3. The left
part of this schema constitutes a suitable metamodel for the ASG in figure 2. In addition to that,
it contains an excerpt of the UML metamodel along with the Satisfies edge class, applicable for
modeling and tracing architecture elements generated from the use cases (cf. section 3.3).

3.3 Transforming TGraphs – MOLA

Transformations of software engineering artifacts can be defined on the basis of their abstract
syntax, i.e. their TGraphs. A transformation system that is compatible with TGraph modeling
and JGraLab is the MOLA-Tool which has been developed by the University of Latvia [Kal04].

MOLA is a programmable graph transformation language, which builds on rules consisting of a
pattern and some actions and adds control structures – mainly loops – to control the execution of
these rules. A MOLA transformation consists of one or more MOLA procedures. A procedure
connects a start node to an end node via some executable vertices.

Figure 4 shows an example of a MOLA transformation that takes the ASG of figure 2 and
extends it by adding corresponding architectural Components, Ports, Interfaces and traceability
links, respectively – leading to the graph depicted in figure 5. This example contains three loops
(large bold rectangles) each of which iterates a rule. Rules are expressed by gray rectangles
with rounded corners. Each rule has one small bold rectangle which denotes a graph vertex and
some light black edges and vertices which together specify the context of the particular vertex.
The loop iterates over all instances in the graph that match this vertex and its context. For each
instance the red dashed vertices and edges are added to the graph.

Thus the example consists of the following three steps:
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Figure 4: Rule for transforming requirements to architecture

Step 1: For each UseCase uc1 which is nested in a RequirementsPackage rp1, an Inter-
face i1 and a Port p1 is created. i1 is connected to uc1 by a Satisfies edge. A Provides
edge connects p1 to i1.

Step 2: For each RequirementsPackage rp2 nesting a UseCase uc2 handled in step 1 (i.e.
a corresponding Interface i2 and Port p2 was generated), a Component c2 is created. It is
linked to rp2 and p2 by Satisfies and Owns edges, respectively.

Step 3: For each RequirementsPackage rp3-1 nesting another RequirementsPackage rp3-
2 which is connected to a satisfying Component c3-2, another Component c3-1 is created,
linked to c3-2 by an Owns edge.

Applying this MOLA-transformation to the graph presented in figure 2 results in the graph
shown in figure 5, which itself complies to the graph schema given in figure 3.
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v1 :RequirementsPackage

name = "CRM"

v2 :RequirementsPackage

name = "B ill ing"

v3 :UseCase

name = "SendBill"

v4 :UseCase

name = "ReceivePayment "

v5 :Component

name = "CRM"

v6 :Component

name = "B ill ing"

v7 :Port v8 :Port

v9 :Interface

name = "ISendB ill"

v10 :Interface

name = "IReceivePayment "

1
e10 :Satisfies

2 1

e9 :Sat isf ies

2

1e12 :Satisfies2

1e11 :Satisfies
4

3

e6 :Owns

1

2

e5 :Owns

1

4

e4 :Owns

2

2

e8 :P rovides

1

2

e7 :P rovides

1

1

e3 :Contains

3

1

e2 :Contains

2

1

e1 :Contains

1

Figure 5: Resulting graph after transformation

3.4 Querying TGraphs – GReQL

Complementing the graph-based approach for the definition of traceability relationships based
on grUML, its identification using MOLA transformations, its recording as a TGraph, and its
utilization and maintenance using algorithms on TGraphs, a special TGraph query language,
named GReQL (Graph Repository Query Language) [Kul99] is provided, which allows the re-
trieval of all kinds of information out of the graph repository.

GReQL is an expression language which describes the data to be retrieved from a given graph by
nested expressions. The most important kind of expression is the from-with-report expres-
sion which returns the data described in the report-clause as a bag. The bag is constructed by
deriving all instances of the variables described in the from-clause which fulfill the constraint
given in the with-clause.

In order to compute the bag of the name attributes of all vertices of type Interface that are
connected to a vertex of type UseCase via a Satisfies link, where the latter has the string "Send
Bill" as its name attribute, a suitable GReQL query might look as follows:

from u:V{UseCase}, i:V{Interface}
with u.name = "Send Bill"

and u <--{Satisfies} i
report i.name
end
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Expressions in GReQL may make use of regular path expressions to denote more complicated
connections in the graph. As an example the names of all outer Components, i.e. which are not
contained by other Components are computed by the following query. A further condition is
that the Components directly or indirectly contain a Port which provides an Interface satisfying
a given UseCase.

from u:V{UseCase}, c:V{Component}
with u.name = "Receive Payment"

and u <--{Satisfies}<--{Provides}
<--{Owns}* c

and indegree(c) = 0
report c.name

GReQL is an elaborate language and comes with an optimized query evaluator that works on
TGraphs [Hor09].

4 Defining and Recording Traceability Information

As a first building block towards a comprehensive and seamless traceability approach, means to
define and to record traceability information from any abstraction level must be available. These
two activities are closely related because depending on the defined characteristics of traceability
relationships, specific requirements are imposed on the recording technology.

In section 4.1, the Traceability Reference Schema (TRS), a reference schema, or reference meta-
model, for traceability spanning all abstraction levels of a software development process, is
introduced. The following section 4.2 describes the repository concept as a means of externally
recording traceability information and details the implementation of a concrete, graph-based
repository technology. In section 4.3, it is shown how in ReDSeeDS, so-called software cases,
conforming to an application-specific adaptation of the TRS, are stored in a graph-based reposi-
tory.

4.1 The Traceability Reference Schema

In accordance with the goals and characteristics of reference models [Win00], the TRS represents
a generally applicable and adaptable metamodel for defining traceability relationships and traced
entities, spanning different levels of abstraction from requirements specification to source code,
test cases, and documentation. The TRS is modeled by using grUML, allowing for the modeling
of traceability relationships as TGraph edges which may be specialized and may carry attributes.

Adapted from the requirements reference metamodel in [Sch08], the core package of the TRS
depicted in figure 6 distinguishes between TraceableEntities on the one hand and TraceabilityRe-
lationships connecting two TraceableEntitys in the roles of source and target on the other hand.
The entities package contains specializations of TraceableEntity covering different levels of ab-
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TraceableEnti ty

{abst ract}

- id:  Integer

- name:   St ring

- version:   Integer

Traceabi lityRelationship

{abst ract}

source 0..*

Traceabilit yRelat ionship

target  0. .*

Figure 6: The core package of the TRS

straction. A possible selection of such specializations is shown in figure 7. Depending on the
specific application, the generalization hierarchy of TraceableEntity is to be modified accord-
ingly. The specializations of Requirement and CodeElement exemplify how to refine the TRS
in order to achieve a finer level of granularity.

Concrete traceability relationship types are defined by specializing TraceabilityRelationship in
the relationships package, illustrated in figure 8. TraceabilityRelationship is defined in figure 7
by using an associated class, leading to the definition of an edge class. Thus, following the
grUML semantics, all specializations in figure 8 define edge classes as well.

Relationship types may be restricted with respect to the entity types they are able to connect.
The example in figure 9 shows that traceability relationships of type IsResponsibleFor connect
any TraceableEntity to the Stakeholders responsible for their creation or maintenance. Besides,

Requirement

- priority:  Integer

- liabilit y:   Integer

- status:  Integer

- text :  String

FunctionalRequirement NonFunctionalRequirement

TestCase

- situation:  St ring

- event :  St ring

- expectedResult :  St ring

CodeElement

Class

Method

DesignElement

Field

ArchitectureE lement

core::

TraceableEnti ty

{abst ract}

- id:  Integer

- name:   St ring

- version:   Integer

Stakeholder

- af fi liat ion:  S tring

DocumentationE lement

member 0..*

1

member0..*

1

Figure 7: The entities package of the TRS
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core::

Traceabi lityRelationship

{abst ract}

Confl ictsWith

Fulfills

DependsOn

Refines Implements

Real izes Tests

DocumentsIsResponsibleFor

Figure 8: The relationships package of the TRS

IsResponsibleFor features two attributes: established and rationale, holding the relationship’s
creation time and a justification for its existence, respectively.

Similar to TraceableEntity, specializations of TraceabilityRelationship have to be created when
adapting the TRS to suit specific applications.

4.2 Implementation – Graph-based Repositories

Adaptations of the TRS reference schema can be used for defining which traceability links are
expected to be identified in a given software engineering project, exemplified based on ReD-
SeeDS in section 4.3.

grUML schemas are regarded as being tool-ready, i.e. they serve as the data schema language in
tools. This property is hard to achieve with metamodels conforming to full CMOF and was the
main reason for the introduction of EMOF. Similarly, grUML was purposely defined as UML
subset to provide tool-readiness. Thus, all relevant information on software engineering arti-

entities::Stakeholder

- af fi liat ion:  S tring

core::

TraceableEnti ty

{abst ract}

- id:  Integer

- name:   St ring

- version:   Integer

TraceabilityRelat ionship

relationships::

IsResponsibleFor

- established:  DateTime

- rationale:   St ring

stakeholder

0..*

IsResponsibleFor

entity

0..*

Figure 9: The IsResponsibleFor traceability relationship type
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facts can be stored in a fact repository directly corresponding to a grUML schema, keeping the
abstract syntax of all relevant documents and their interconnections by traceability relationships.

The repository is populated by a set of fact extraction tools which derive the facts from the
respective artifacts. Fact extractors are usually fast enough to be applied regularly to the artifact
base in order to generate the corresponding facts, but there are also incremental approaches
which allow to replace an artifact’s subgraph in the repository [Kam98] on the fly.

JGraLab is especially suited to implement fact repositories, based on grUML as its schema
language. Since grUML is a proper subset of UML supplied with a formal graph semantics, any
standard-compliant UML tool can be used to edit schemas. Only minor transformations, e.g.
replacing associations between associations, which contradict a pure graph interpretation, by
appropriate new classes, are necessary to make MOF-like metamodels tool-ready using grUML.

In ReDSeeDS, fact extraction is done by using the API of a UML tool3 in order to convert
respective models into TGraphs. As result, one integrated graph is delivered which contains all
information relevant for retrieving and utilizing traceability (cf. section 6).

Using grUML and JGraLab as repository technology allows for the use of GReQL as repository
query language which is especially suited to support transitive closure efficiently using its regular
expressions. (see section 6.2 and 6.3)

4.3 Application – Software Cases in ReDSeeDS

In ReDSeeDS, so-called software cases [Śmi06] comprise all artifacts created in conjunction
with single development projects. A small simplified excerpt of the schema of the Software Case
Language (SCL) used to formulate such software cases is shown in figure 10. For modeling
entities on the four supported levels of abstraction – requirements specification, architecture,
detailed design, and source code – the SCL integrates three sublanguages: the Requirements
Specification Language (RSL) [Kai07], UML for creating architecture and detailed design, and
Java [Gos05]. MOLA is employed for performing model transformations from requirements to
architecture to detailed design and finally to source code (cf. section 5).

Comparing the SCL schema to the TRS, the SCL can be regarded as an adaptation of the
TRS: SCLElement and SCLRelationship in the SCL can be directly mapped to TraceableEntity
and TraceabilityRelationship in the TRS. The metamodels of RSL, UML, and Java are plugged
into the schema by modeling the topmost classes of the respective generalization hierarchies,
RSLElement, Element from UML, and JavaElement, as specializations of SCLElement.

However, concerning traceability, note that instead of using EdgeClasses as in the TRS, an
SCLRelationship is modeled as a VertexClass together with two EdgeClasses connecting it to
the SCLElements to be related. This design decision was made due to the technical integra-
tion of JGraLab with the transformation language MOLA (cf. section 5.2). Furthermore, SCL
contains some SCLRelationships which are not relevant for traceability, thus necessitating the
specialization of SCLRelationship by TraceabilityLink.

3Prototypically, Enterprise Architect by Sparx Systems is used – http://www.sparxsystems.com.
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scl ::SoftwareCase

scl::SoftwareArti fact

{abst ract}

rsl ::RequirementSpeci fication

scl ::ArchitecturalModel

scl ::Detai ledDesignModel

scl ::SourceCode

scl::SCLElement

{abst ract}

- uid:   S tring
scl::SCLRelationship

{abst ract}

- uid:   S tring

rsl::RSLElement

{abst ract}

- name:   St ring

uml::E lement

{abst ract}

scl ::Traceabili tyLink

{abst ract}

- isGenerated:   Boolean

java::JavaElement

{abst ract}

scl ::Satisfies

scl ::Implements

rsl ::DependsOn

rsl::RequirementRelationship

{abst ract}

rsl::ConflictsWith

rsl ::Refines

0..*ToSatisfying
satisfy ing1

0..*ToSatisf ied

sat isf ied

1

0..*

ReqSpecContainsE lement

0. .1

0..*

ToDependingdepending1

1 ContainsArt ifact

art ifact 0..*

0..*

ContainsJavaE lement
1

0..*ArchitectureContainsElement

0. .1

0..*

DesignContainsE lement

0. .1

0..*

ToImplemented

implemented

1

implement ing

1

ToImplement ing

0..*

0..*ToRefined

ref ined1

0..*ToRef ining

ref ining

1

0..*

ToConf lic ting

2

0..*

ToProvidingproviding1

Figure 10: The SCL schema

Concrete inter-level traceability relationship types are Satisfies, IsDependentOn, and Imple-
ments, connecting an RSLElement with a satisfying architecture UML Element, an architecture
UML Element with a depending detailed design UML Element, and a detailed design UML El-
ement with an implementing source code JavaElement, respectively. Examples for intra-level
relationship types are the subclasses of RequirementRelationship for connecting RSLElements.

Since JGraLab is employed as common repository technology in ReDSeeDS, it is also used
for recording traceability information. The choice of JGraLab over other technologies such as
relational databases and ontologies is based on various criteria relevant for the project [Bil07a].
Among them are the possibility to integrate with model transformation facilities, the suitability
for calculating similarity between requirements, and the expressiveness of available querying
mechanisms.
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5 Identifying and Maintaining Traceability Information

By defining a schema for traceability information and selecting an adequate recording infrastruc-
ture, the prerequisites for instantiating concrete traceability relationships are met. Subsequently,
identification techniques have to be applied in order to create a population of such relationships,
be it either manually or (semi-)automatically. As mentioned in section 2.2, similar techniques
can be used to maintain already existing relationships.

Section 5.1 generally introduces the identification and maintainance of traceability relationships
in a model-driven context, i.e. employing model transformations. In section 5.2, the technical
integration of the transformation language MOLA with JGraLab as a graph-based repository
for traceability information is described. Finally, section 5.3 exemplifies the approach on the
basis of ReDSeeDS by automatically generating traceability relationships between requirements,
architecture, and design in the course of respective transformations.

5.1 Identifying and Maintaining Traceability Relationships with Model
Transformations

There exist various concepts for drawing on model transformations in order to aid in the auto-
matic identification of traceability relationships. A closer look at these concepts reveals that they
rely on the generation of traceability relationships in the course of model transformation execu-
tion. However, another thinkable approach is to derive traceability relationships subsequent to
model transformation execution, based on the employed transformation rules.

Regarding the common approach, users are typically required to explicitly encode the genera-
tion of relationships within transformation rules (see, for example, [Jou05]). Alternatively, ap-
proaches such as OMG’s QVT [Obj08] propose to automatically create traceability relationships
between source and target entities of model transformations.

Maintenance of traceability relationships using model transformations is usually triggered by the
reexecution of transformation rules upon the change of one of the entities in the source model.
However, this results in discarding the previous target model and generating a new one, naturally
entailing the regeneration of all traceability relationships. A more sophisticated approach is to
selectively update only those entities of the target model which are affected by the change,
referred to as incremental update by QVT. Existing relationships between changed source and
target entities could then be updated accordingly.

5.2 Implementation – Using MOLA for Traceability Relationship Generation and
Maintenance

The usage of the TGraph approach as foundation for handling traceability information, espe-
cially with the intention to identify traceability relationships based on model transformations,
necessitates the incorporation of an adequate transformation language. In the course of the ReD-
SeeDS project, the MOLA transformation language and its underlying technology proved to be
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a suitable candidate for an integration with JGraLab. Besides some technical issues, the main
reason for this decision was that the meta-metamodel of MOLA is similar to EMOF [Kal05],
whose modeling power can in turn be compared to grUML.

In EMOF, however, there is no direct equivalent for attributed EdgeClasses which possibly stand
in a generalization hierarchy. Therefore, as shortly explained in section 4.3, it is necessary to
model a traceability relationship as a VertexClass in conjunction with two EdgeClasses con-
necting it to the traced entities to be related (cf. figure 10). This allows for a corresponding
representation in EMOF by employing Classes with respective Properties.

Having a schema usable by both JGraLab and MOLA, there exist two basic alternatives for
accomplishing the technical integration. On the one hand, it is possible to establish a map-
ping between the contents of the JGraLab repository and the internal repository of the MOLA
transformation execution environment. Due to its straightforwardness, this approach was im-
plemented for obtaining a first solution. Since MOLA technology is implemented in C++, Java
Native Interface (JNI) or JGraLab’s XML-RPC interface has to be employed in order to facilitate
such an integration [Kal07].

On the other hand, latest integration efforts showed that MOLA transformations could be directly
compiled to work on JGraLab as repository, thus avoiding the need to maintain two repositories
[Sos08]. Consequently, this approach has emerged as being the integration alternative of choice.

5.3 Application – Generating Traceability Relationships in ReDSeeDS

The ReDSeeDS project features the automatic transformation of software cases’ requirements
specifications to architectural models and further on to detailed design models and source code.
Generally, this transformation-based approach is applicable for any architectural style. However,
the transformation of a requirements specification to the common 4-tier architecture, consisting
of presentation, application logic, business logic, and data storage tiers, has been chosen for a
prototypical development in ReDSeeDS.

A simplified example illustrating the creation of an application tier Component together with
its Interfaces is described in section 3. As shown in figure 5, architecture entities and their
originating entities of the requirements specification level are linked by Satisfies traceability
relationships. Other transformations from requirements to architecture include the generation of
business tier components from the requirements specification’s vocabulary and the creation of
application and business logic tier interface operations from RSL scenario descriptions [Boj08].

Going on to detailed design, transformations serve to add further details to the architecture
model, such as factory classes and implementation classes for the previously generated inter-
faces. Here, DependsOn instances serve to represent traceability relationships between corre-
sponding architecture and design entities. Finally, instances of Implements denote traceability
relationships between Java source code fragments and their originating detailed design entities.

Altogether, ReDSeeDS features about forty MOLA procedures realizing these transformations,
each one consisting of several rules [Kal07].
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Maintenance of traceability relationships is envisioned to be eased by marking elements of trans-
formations’ target models which have been manually changed afterwards. Upon a subsequent
change to the source model, developers would be asked if the manually changed target ele-
ments shall be overwritten in the course of the reexecution of the transformation [Kal07]. The
traceability relationships connecting elements which are not overwritten then are candidates for
(manual) maintenance, for it is up to the developers to decide whether the relationship between
source and target element is still valid.

6 Retrieving and Utilizing Traceability Information

Once a repository has been populated with traceability information, be it by model transforma-
tions as described in section 5 or by other techniques, sought-for traceability information can be
retrieved for visualization or other utilizations.

Section 6.1 introduces three patterns which categorize “typical” problems observable when deal-
ing with traceability information retrieval, together with possible fields for utilization. In addi-
tion to the general problem statements, the patterns also feature generic queries acting as possible
solutions. Therefore, section 6.2 further elaborates on the patterns by giving a selection of such
queries formulated in GReQL, including some details on GReQL’s implementation. Conclud-
ing, section 6.3 shows the concrete retrieval problem addressed in ReDSeeDS and the utilization
of the so-called slice pattern in order to solve this problem.

6.1 Common Retrieval Patterns

An analysis of various industrial application for traceability has been conducted in the MOST
project4, leading to a collection of requirements towards the traceability approach to be devel-
oped in that project. Based on these requirements, often recurring problems dealing with the
retrieval of traceability information could be identified. It is possible to abstract these problems
into three patterns for retrieval. A look at traceability-related literature reveals that many of the
traceability problems described therein can be mapped to one of these patterns:

• existence

• reachable entities

• slice

The first pattern, named existence, treats the question whether there exists a path of traceability
relationships between any two traced entities out of given sets of such entities. More formally,
the condition is fulfilled if, given two sets of traced entities Ee1 and Ee2, there exist ee1 ∈ Ee1 and
ee2 ∈ Ee2 with a path of traceability relationships between ee1 and ee2. Instead of accepting any
path between ee1 and ee2, in many cases it is required to restrict eligible paths with respect to the

4http://www.most-project.eu
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sequence, direction, or type of the involved traceability relationships. These constraints are, for
example, expressible by regular path descriptions.

An important area of application for the existence pattern is quality assurance, e.g. in order to
check whether there exists a realizing architecture component for each requirement. Conversely,
investigating if every design element or source code fragment can be traced back to a requirement
avoids gold plating [Jar98], i.e. the implementation of unneeded features. Another usage is to
test every design class for the existence of a dedicated test case.

Reachable entities is concerned with the determination of all traced entities which are reachable
from a given set of entities: Given a set of traced entities Er1, the set Er2 of traced entities
reachable from some er1 ∈Er1 by following a path of traceability relationships is to be computed.
Similar to the existence pattern, most often it is reasonable to impose various constraints on the
structure of the paths which are to be taken into account. It is important to understand that only
those entities at the end of a path are part of Er2. This aspect makes no difference as long as any
path is accepted. But restricting the eligible paths to those of length two, i.e. consisting of two
traceability relationships, for instance, would result in intermediate entities not to be included in
Er2.

Ranging from change management and maintenance to reverse engineering and project man-
agement, the variety of applications for the reachable entities pattern is manifold. Two concrete
examples are the detection of Java classes implementing a specific system component and the
determination of stakeholders in order to clarify open questions on particular requirements.

The third pattern, slice, resembles the reachable entities pattern, with the distinction that not only
the “endpoints” of a path of traceability relationships, but also all intermediate entities lying on
that path and their interconnecting relationships are of interest. More precisely, given set of
traced entities Es1, the set of traced entities Es2 incorporated by a so-called slice corresponds
to the set of all entities lying on paths starting at some entity es1 ∈ Es1. Furthermore, the slice
also contains the relationships which are part of the regarded paths. Naturally, restrictions of
the paths to be considered play an important role here, too. Referring to graph terminology, a
slice is effectively a subgraph of the graph formed by the entirety of traced entities and their
interconnecting traceability relationships.

The breadth of possible applications of the slice pattern strongly overlaps with that of the reach-
able entities pattern. However, there exist many specific use cases which profit from the addi-
tional information on intermediate entities provided by a slice. A typical usage is the analysis of
a traced entity’s origins, i.e. to determine which entities have played a role in the creation of that
particular entity. Another application, the reuse of software artifacts as pursued by ReDSeeDS,
is presented in more detail in section 6.3.

6.2 Implementation – Retrieval with GReQL

GReQL, the Graph Repository Query Language, is tightly integrated with JGraLab and conse-
quently the main candidate for retrieval of traceability information stored in a graph-based repos-
itory. As sketched in the following, GReQL proves to be well-suited for formulating queries
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capable of dealing with the problems represented by the three traceability retrieval patterns. The
example queries are based on the transformed graph in section 3.3.

Starting with the existence pattern, the following GReQL query checks if every UseCase can be
traced to an Interface by a Satisfies relationship:

forall u:V{UseCase} @ exists i:V{Interface}
@ u <--{Satisfies} i

This query does not make use of from-with-report expressions, but directly uses a quantified
expression returning a boolean value. Obviously, looking at the graph in figure 5, the result of
this query is true.

When intending to apply the reachable entities pattern, the GReQL feature forward vertex set
can be employed: The query below returns all vertices which can be reached from vertex v1 by
following a path of arbitrary length whose edges are of any type and direction.

v1 <->*

Naturally, this will result in all vertices, i.e. traced entities, somehow reachable from v1 to be
returned by that query. Note that for reasons of brevity, the binding of the variables to vertices,
e.g. the representation of vertex v1 taken from the example graph by the variable v1, is omitted
in this and following queries.

The expressiveness of regular path descriptions supported by GReQL is useful for narrowing the
selection of paths to be taken into account when applying the reachable entities pattern:

v6 -->{Owns}-->{Provides}

This query serves to get the set of Interfaces {v9, v10} which is provided by Ports owned by the
Component v6.

For computing slices, GReQL offers a dedicated function called slice, taking a set of vertices
and a regular path expression as parameters. In analogy with the program slicing approach
[Wei84], the combination of these input parameters is called slicing criterion:

slice(set(v3, v4),
<--{Satisfies}<--{Provides}<--{Owns})

The slice returned by the query above yields the UseCases v3 and v4 together with their satis-
fying Interfaces, the Ports providing them, and the owning Component. This corresponds to the
subgraph consisting of the set {v3, v4, v6, v7, v8, v9, v10} of vertices and the set {e5, e6, e7,
e8, e9, e10} of edges.

GReQL queries are evaluated by first parsing them and representing their abstract syntax as di-
rected, acyclic TGraphs. Subsequent to potential optimizations, the syntax graphs are evaluated
by synthesizing the results of specific vertices from the results of their child vertices. In order
to evaluate regular path expressions, deterministic finite automatons are built based on the path
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expressions. Although theoretically, the number of states of such an automaton may explode ex-
ponentially, the used algorithms are known to be benevolent. So this will generally only happen
with artificial examples. Finally, the DFAs are used to drive the traversal of the graph and to
mark relevant vertices and edges. [Ebe08a]

6.3 Application – Slicing in ReDSeeDS

The slicing approach can be employed for finding reusable software artifacts in ReDSeeDS.
The slicing criterion consists, on the one hand, of a given set reqs, denoting traced entities
representing requirements of a past software case identified to be similar to requirements of a
current software case. On the other hand, the regular path expression is tailored to retrieve all
entities of the past software case which are responsible for realizing one or more of the given
requirements.

ReDSeeDS distinguishes between three different notions of a slice: maximal slice, minimal slice,
and ideal slice [Amb08]. While maximal slices include every traced entity somehow related
to a requirement in reqs, minimal slices almost exclusively consider inter-level traceability
relationships, only taking into account intra-level relationships on the requirements level. A
GReQL query computing such a minimal slice might look as follows:

slice(reqs , (<--{ToRefined}-->{ToRefining})*
<--{ToSatisfied}-->{ToSatisfying}
<--{ToDepending}-->{ToProviding}
<--{ToImplemented}-->{ToImplementing})

As it can be gathered from this query, the path expression considers inter-level traceability re-
lationships, i.e. Satisfies, DependsOn, and Implements, as well as the Refines intra-level rela-
tionship in order to involve requirements which do not belong to those in the reqs set, but are
closely related to them (cf. figure 5).

However, both maximal and minimal slices are likely to not meet users’ expectations: Maximal
slices probably are equivalent to the whole software case. Minimal slices ignore entities on the
architecture, design, or code level which are not directly linked to some requirement, but which
are important because entities within the minimal slice depend on them.

Therefore, the concept of ideal slice tries to formulate a suitable path expression for capturing
entities which are essential for the proper functioning of entities directly linked to requirements
by inter-level relationships. Due to the complexity of the SCL schema, of which figure 5 shows
only an excerpt and omits many intra-level relationships, these path expressions are very intri-
cate. More information can be found in [Bil07b].
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7 Conclusion

This paper introduces the TGraph-based approach for formalizing and implementing of trace-
ability information in software engineering projects. The TGraph-approach for traceability man-
agement was developed and realized in the ReDSeeDS project which aims at the support of
software reuse based on similarity of requirement definitions. In order to derive reusable soft-
ware elements, a comprehensive and seamless approach for all traceability related activities was
requested. TGraph-based graph-technology provides a comprehensive and smoothly integrated
means to traceability management comprising all traceability-related activities during software
development and maintenance.

TGraph-based metamodeling, using an adaptable and extensible reference structure for defining
traceability information via grUML-class diagrams provides a formal description of project rel-
evant traceability data. Coincidentally, these metamodels define graph based data structures to
record traceability information in the JGraLab-graph repository. Graph-based transformations,
using the MOLA modeling transformation engine, are used to identify and maintain traceabil-
ity information, and graph queries, using the GReQL graph query engine, support efficient and
comprehensive retrieval and utilization of traceability interrelations.

Applying the approach to real development projects, contributed by various industrial partners
in the ReDSeeDS project, facilitated the development and validation of an applicable technique
for traceability management
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